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FOREWORD
This document was prepared to assist those persons
connected with the Space TransportationSystem (STS) and
Associated Cargos (see Glossary for definition)who
write/interpret/preparematerial for publication. It contains
a Glossary and a listing of Acronyms and Abbreviations
presently in use.
To keep abreast of the state-of-the-art,changes
(additions/deletions)will be issued periodicallyby using an
errata sheet.
Should the user wish to make any changes/commentsto this
document, use the form provided on last page. Telephone
changes/commentsshould be directed to:
M. J. Martin, KSC/SP-OPI-A,(305) 867-3123
Copies of this document are available from the Formsand
PublicationsWarehouse,MW-23 upon submittal of KSC Form 7-11.
We suggest usage of Federal Stock Number (FSN)
7510001876486,a three ring binder, to accommodatethis
document and errata sheets as needed.
Note 1: All acronyms, chemical symbols, and abbreviationsare
now written on one level (e.g.,N204, ZL) rather than
super or subscripts.
Note 2: To accommodate computer printouts,all engineering





This Section contains a glossary of terms (and defini-
tions) in current usage for the Space Transportation
System (STS) and AssociatedCargos.
ACCELERATEDLAUNCH DATE OPTION
Schedule option involvingadditional costs that permits a
user who has already negotiateda launch date to specify
an earlier launch.
ACCEPTANCETESTS
Tests to determine that a part, component, subsystem, or
facility is capable of meeting performance requirements
prescribed in purchase specifications,or other documents
specifyingwhat constitutesthe adequate performance
capability for the item.
AFT FLIGHT DECK
That part of the Orbiter cabin on the upper deck where
payload controls can be located.
AIRLOCK
A compartment,capable of being depressurizedwithout
depressurizationof the Orbiter cabin, used to transfer
crew members and equipment. A similarcompartment in the
Spacelab module is used to expose experimentsto space.
ANNOUNCEMENTOF FLIGHT OPPORTUNITY
The process by which proposed investigationsare solic-
ited for a specific space flight.
ANNOUNCEMENTOF FLIGHT PERIODS
The process by which proposed investigationsare solic-
ited for space flight within a designated time period,
but without a specific flight number identification. The
flight period may include plans for one or more flights.
ASSEMBLY
A number of parts, or subassembliesand/or any combina-
tion thereof, joined together to perform a specific func-
tion and capable of disassembly. The distinctionbetween
an assembly and a subassemblyis determined by the
individualapplication. An assembly in one instance may
- be a subassemblyin another, where it forms a portion of
an assembly.
ATLAS-CENTAUR CLASS




An item used to attach assemblies or parts to the equip-
ment, or to each other.
AUTOMATEDPAYLOADS
Those payloads which are supported by an unmanned space-
craft capable of operating independently of the Space
Transportation System.
AUXILIARY STAGE
A small propulsion unit used with a payload, when
required. One or more of these units may be used with a
payload, to provide the additional velocity required to
place a payload in the desired orbit or trajectory.
Also, a propulsion system that is used to provide mid-
course trajectory corrections, braking maneuvers, and/or
orbital adjustments.
AZIMUTH
True launch heading measured clockwise from 0° north.
BARBECUEMODE
Orbiter in slow roll for thermal conditioning.
BETA ANGLE
Minimum angle between the Earth-Sun line and the plane of -
the orbit.
BILL OF WORK
A detailed work schedule which lists all Operation &
Maintenance (O&M) tasks required to be performed at each
work station for a specific vehicle turnaround. It also
contains applicable information such as sequence of per-
formance, O&Minstruction number, work authorization
number, time allocated, manpower, skill level, and the
start and completion date.
CAPTURE
The event of the remote manipulator system end effector
making contact with and firmly attaching to a payload
grappling fixture. A payload is captured at any time it
is firmly attached to the remotemanipulator system.
CARGO
The total complement of payloads (one or more) on any one
flight. It includes everything contained in the Orbiter
cargo bay plus other equipment, hardware, and consumables
located elsewhere in the Orbiter that are user-uniqueand




The unpressurizedmid part of the Orbiter fuselage behind
the cabin aft bulkhead where most payloads are carried.
Its maximum usable payload envelope is 15 feet (4.6
meters) in diameter and 60 feet (18.3 meters) long.
Hinged doors extend the full length of the bay.
CARGO BAY LINER
Protective soft material used to isolate sensitive pay-
loads from the bay structure.
CARGO INTEGRATIONREVIEW
Part of STS planning process that results in a cargo man-
ifest, cost per flight, and billing schedule.
CARGO INTEGRATIONTEST EQUIPMENT
Setup that can provide testing of both payload-to-payload
and cargo-to-Orbiterinterfaces.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
Documentation prepared by the user confirming that a pay-
load has successfullycompleted interfaceverification.
CERTIFICATION
Formal documentationthat the individualhas reachedthe
prescribed skill or knowledge level as cited in a NASA
specification,contract specification,or other appropri-
ate documents.
COMMANDER
This crew member has ultimate responsibilityfor the
safety of embarked personnel and has authority throughout
the flight to deviate from the flight plan, procedures,
and personnel assignmentsas necessary to preserve crew
safety or vehicle integrity. The commander is also
responsiblefor the overall execution of the flight plan
in compliance with NASA policy,mission rules, and Mis-
sion Control Center directives.
COMMERCIAL PART OR ITEM
A part or item which is manufactured primarily for the
commercial rather than the governmentmarket and having
both commercial and government applications. Commercial
parts also include parts which are manufacturedin accor-
dance with normal commercialquality controlled produc-
tion runs which meet or exceed the requirementsof
government specificationsor standards.
COMMON PAYLOAD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Spacelab-providedmission-dependentequipment that con-
sists of a top airlock and a viewport/windowassembly.
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COMPONENT
An assembly or any combinationof parts, subassemblies
and assemblies,mounted together and normally capable of
independentoperation in a variety of situations.
CONCURRENT DELIVERY
The delivery of support items concurrentlywith the end
item being provisioned.
CONDITION MONITORED
Those items that have neitherlimited life nor on-condi-
tion maintenance as their primarymaintenanceprocess.
Condition monitoring is accomplishedmainly by in-place
instrumentation,sampling, and subsequenttrending analy-
sis which provides data to predict an incipient failure.
CONSTRUCTIONAWARD
The effective date of direction from the NASA contracting
office to the selected contractor authorizingcommence-
ment of work. Issue of the Notice of Award by the NASA
procurement office completes this milestone.
CONSTRUCTIONCOMPLETE
Appropriate facility constructionis complete and the
facility is available for equipment installation. Certi-
fication by the site activationoffice completes this ....
milestone.
CONTRACT AWARD
The effective date of direction from the NASA contracting
office to the selected contractor authorizingcommence-
ment of work. Issue of the Notice of Award by the NASA
procurementoffice completes this milestone.
CONTRACTOR
The supplier of the end item and associated support items
to the Government under the terms of a specific contract.
CORE SEGMENT
Section of the pressurizedSpacelabmodule that houses
subsystem equipment and experiments.
CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING
The analysis and development of activitiesto be per-
formed in flight by the crew, resultingin a time line of
these activities and referencedata for each flight.
CUSTOMER (or USER)




That attitude and rate control region in which no Orbiter
reaction control subsystem or vernier correction forces
are being generated.
DEDICATEDSPACELAB
An extension module devoted to a single discipline which
may fly more than once a year for several years, and
which may be assigned to a payload development center.
DEEP SPACENETWORK
Communications network managed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for commandand control of all planetary
flights.
DELTA CLASS
Payloads weighing approximately 2000 to 2500 pounds (900
to ii00 kilograms).
DEPLOYMENT
The process of removing a payload from a stowed or
berthed position in the cargo bay and releasing that
payload to a position free of the Orbiter.
DESIGN CHANGE
A NASAapproved engineering change incorporated into the
end item which modifies, adds to, deletes, or supersedes
parts in the end item.
DESIGN REVIEWS
Critical Design Review
A meeting chaired by the appropriate Project Manager,
or his designated representative, to assure that the
completed designs are in consonance with Level II and
project specifications.
Preliminary Design Review
A meeting chaired by the appropriate Project Manager,
or his designated representative, at which preliminary
designs are reviewed with prime contractors to assure
compliance with system and project requirements.
30% Design Review
A meeting chaired by the responsible project engineer,
or his designated representative, at which preliminary
designs are reviewed to assure satisfaction of system
and project requirements.
90% Design Review
A meeting chaired by the responsible project engineer,
or his designated representative, at which final




Landingweight. It refers specificallyto payloads and
all items required by specific payloads.
DRAWINGS
Graphic data, includingdrawings as defined in
MIL-STD-IOOAand prepared in accordance with MIL-D-IO00,
Category D, aperture cards in accordancewith MIL-C-9877;
graphs, or diagrams, industry standards and industry
specifications,on which details are representedwith
sufficient informationto define completely,directly or
by reference,the end result in the selection,
procurement,and manufactureof the item required.
END ARTICLE/END ITEM
A physical element of the Space TransportationSystem.
It is a functionalphysical entity relatedand selected
for the purpose of system development,procurement,and
logistics.
END ITEM
A final combinationof end products, components,parts,
or materials which is ready for its intended use; e.g.,
Orbiter, receiver, amplifier, recorder,ground support
equipment, etc.
ESTIMATED ON DOCK (Date)
The date the equipment is forecast to arrive on dock at
the center. Initially,this date should coincide with
the desired contract delivery date for purchased equip-
ment. Subsequentto the contract award, the date will
reflect the vendor°s estimate of his ability to deliver.
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY (ESA)
An internationalorganizationacting on behalf of its
member states (Belgium,Denmark, France, Federal Republic
of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland,and the United Kingdom). The ESA directs a
European industrialteam responsiblefor the development
and manufacture of Spacelab.
EXPERIMENT
The system of hardware, software,and proceduresfor per-
formance of a scientific or applicationsinvestigation
undertakento:
1. Discover unknown phenomena
2. Establish the basis of known laws
3. Evaluate applicationsprocesses and/or equipment
EXPERIMENT RACKS
Removable and reusable assemblies in the Spacelab module
that provide structuralmounting and connectionsto sup-
porting subsystems (power, thermal control, data manage-
ment, etc.) and experimentequipment.
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EXPERIMENT SEGMENT
Section of the pressurizedSpacelabmodule that houses
experimentsand sensors.
EXPERIMENTER
A user of the Space TransportationSystem who ordinarily
will be an individualwhose experimentis a small part of
the total payload.
EXTERNAL TANK
Element of the Space Shuttle system that contains liquid
propellantfor the Orbiter main engines. It is
jettisoned prior to orbit insertion.
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
Activitiesby crew members conducted outside the space-
craft pressure hull or within the cargo bay when the
cargo bay doors are open.
EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITY UNIT
A self-contained (no umbilicals)life support system and
anthropomorphicpressure garment for use by crew members
during extravehicularactivity. It provides thermal and
micrometeoroidprotection.
FACILITY NEED DATE
That date when the appropriatefacility is required to
receive program hardware (Orbiter,SRB, ET) for test and
checkout. First operational use of the facility
completes this milestone.
FAILURE MODE, EFFECTS AND CRITICALITYANALYSIr
An analysis to determine an LRU/SRUmethod and frequency
of failureand the resultingeffects.
FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
A complete descriptionin accordance with FED-STD-5.
FEDERAL SUPPLY CODE FOR MANUFACTURERS
Provides a nonsignificantcode assigned to identify manu-
facturers. Normally used with the Manufacturer'sPart
Number (see Federal Cataloging Handbooks H4-1 and H4-2 for
codes).
FIRST MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT
Liftoff of the first manned Space Shuttlefrom the launch
pad. Vehicle flight beyond "tower clear" completes this
milestone. Subsequentflights use similardefinitions.
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FLIGHT
That portion of a mission encompassingthe period from
Launch to Landing, or Launch to Termination,of the active
life of a spacecraft. The term Shuttle "Flight"means a
single Shuttle round trip (its launch, orbital activity,
and return). One flight may deliver more than one
payload. More than one flight may be required to
accomplish one mission.
FLIGHT CONTROL TEAM
An element of the MCC on duty to provide real-time support
for the duration of each STS flight.
FLIGHT DATA FILE
The on-board complement of crew activity plans,
procedures, reference material, and test data available to
the crew for flight execution. There will normally be an
sTs flight data file for STS crew activities and also a
payload flight data file for payloadcrew activities. "
FLIGHT-DEPENDENTTRAINING
Preparationof a mission or payload specialist(s)for a
specific flight,depending on the mission goals. Part of
the training involves integratedsimulationswith the rest
of the flight crew and ground teams.
FLIGHT DESIGN
The trajectory, consumables,attitude and pointing, and
navigation analysis necessary to support the planning of a
flight.
FLIGHT-INDEPENDENTTRAINING
Standard preparationof a mission or payload specialist
for any flight.
FLIGHT KIT
Optional hardware (includingconsumables)to provideaddi-
tional, special, or extended services to payloads. Kits
are packaged in such a way that they can be installed and
removedeasily.
FLIGHT MANIFEST
The designationof a flight, assignmentof the cargo to be
flown, and specific implementinginstructionsfor STS
operations personnel.
FLIGHT OPERATIONSPLANNING
That part of STS flight planning required to prepare for a
given flight. It includes allocationof consumables,anal-




Prelaunch,launch, in orbit, deorbit, entry, landing, and
postlanding.
FLIGHT READINESS FIRING (FRF)
The Shuttlevehicle is stacked on the launch pad, and a
Countdown DemonstrationTest (CDDT)performed (designed
to duplicate to the fullest possible extent an actual
launch countdown). Propellantloading occurs in normal
launch sequence,culminatinga 2D-second FRF. Engine
shutdown after 20 seconds of sustained firing completes
this milestone.
FLIGHT TYPES
Payload deployment and retrieval,on-orbit servicingof
satellites,and on-orbit operationswith an attached
payload, as suited to the purposes of a mission. A
o, single flight may include more than one of these
purposes.
FREEFLYER
Any payload that is detached from the Orbiter during the
operational phase of that payload, and is capable of
independent operations.
FREE-FLYINGSYSTEM
Any satellite or payload that is detached from the
Orbiter during operational phases and is capable of
independent operation.
GENERAL-PURPOSECOMPUTER
One of five computers interconnected to form the Orbiter
computer complex for data processing.
GROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT(GSE)
Non-flight equipment, implements and devices required for
the handling, servicing, inspection, testing, mainte-
nance, alignment, adjustment, checking, repairing and
overhauling of an operational end item, a subsystem, or
component thereof. This may include equipment required
to support another item of GSEas defined herein.
HARDWAREDEVELOPMENTCOMPLETE
The date all hardware manufacture/procurement has been
completed, and hardware is ready to be delivered under
terms of the contract. Notification from the contractor
to the responsible office completes this milestone.
IGLOO
A pressurized container for Spacelab pallet subsystems
when no module is used.
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INCLINATION
The maximum angle between the plane of the orbit and the
equatorial plane.
INDENTURE
A method of showing relationships to indicate dependence
and an order of dependence. Indenturing provides a top
down breakdown of an item into its assemblies, sub-
assemblies, components, and parts,
INITIAL DELIVERY
The date of delivery for the first item of equipment to
be delivered under terms of the contract. Acceptance of
the equipment by the site activation office completes
this milestone.
INITIAL OPERATIONALCAPABILITY
Point in time at which the first operationalconfigured
Space Shuttle vehicle is prepared for flight. Successful
completionof DDT&E and certificationof flight hardware
completes this milestone.
INITIAL OUTFITTING/LAY-IN
The positioningof support items at user levels and at
intermediatesupply and maintenance levels as initial
issues in anticipated supportof newly deployed end ....
items.
INSTALLATIONCOMPLETE
That date when the site activationoffice declares the
complete system has been installed at the facility.
Certificationby the site activationoffice completes
this milestone.
IN-STORAGEMAINTENANCE
The actions performed on a stored item to retain it in a
specified condition by providing systematicinspection,
detection, and prevention from deterioration.
INSTRUMENTPOINTING SUBSYSTEM
Spacelab hardware and software for precision pointing and
stability for experiment equipment.
INTEGRATEDLOGISTICS
Those interrelatedprocesseswhich identify and provide
the service and resources (hardwareand data) required to
achieve an economical and timely support of operations.
The principal processes are: logistics engineeringanal-
yses, maintainability,maintenance,operationalmainte-
nance documentation,supply, transportation/packaging,
trainfng, and logisticsmanagement information.
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INTEGRATION
A combinationof activitiesand processesto assemble
payload and STS components,subsystems,and system ele-





Orbiter of everything that goes on a single Shuttle
flight.
Level II
E-l-ementsinto Cargo Integration;assembly of space-
craft elements and/or free flyers (with or without
Tug) into a cargo for a single Shuttle flight.
, Level III
Instrumentto SupportingSystem Integration;
integrationof one or more instrumentassemblies
with Spacelab elements (extensionmodule and/or
pallet) or a free flyer payload.
Level IV
InstrumentAssembly Integration;assembly of
individualinstrumentsand their unique supporting
subsystem into a compatible packageof equipment to




boundary between two elements of a system.
INTERFACE VERIFICATION
Testing of flight hardware interfacesby an acceptable
method that confirms that those interfaces are compatible
with the affected elements of the Space Transportation
System.
INTERIMRELEASE
Authorizationgiven a contractorto releasesupport items
to productionor procurementsimultaneouslywith his
production requirementsfor like items prior to submis-
sion of a Spare Parts Order.
_ INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Solid propulsive upper stage designed to place spacecraft




That point in time when the complete assembly of docu-
ments related to a particular contract award will be
provided to the prospective bidders by a formal
advertisement for the purpose of competitive bidding.
Issue of the invitation by the NASAprocurement office
completes this milestone.
ITEM
Any level of hardware assembly (system, element, subsys-
tem, equipment, component, or part),
K-FACTORS
A series of terms used to derate Meantime Between Failure
(MBTF) to a Meantime Between Demand (MTBD) on the supply
system. Four examples are:
K1 Engineering correction based on LRU complexity,
greater than 1
K2 Total failure ratio to relevant failure, greater
than I
K3 Ratio of operating hours to flying hours
K4 Ratio of demands on supply system to failures
MTBD= MTBF
KlX K2x K3x K4
LAUNCHAGREEMENT
An agreement negotiated between NASA and the user that
presents in detail all the legal, financial, and NASA-
Headquarters-level commitments to provide the STS service
at a determinedprice.
LAUNCHPAD
The area at which the stacked Space Shuttle undergoes
final prelaunch checkout and countdown and from which it
is launched.
LAUNCHPROCESSINGSYSTEM
A high speed digital computer-operated checkout system
used to support test, checkout, launch control, and
operational management of launch site ground operations.
LAUNCHPROCESSINGSYSTEM(LPS) SUPPORTAVAILABLE
Point in time when LPS is ready for use by test person-
nel, for a given facility. Certification by the site
activation office completes this milestone.
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LAUNCH-READINESSVERIFICATION
The process of ensuring the continuing operational capa-_ -
bility of the Space Shuttle system, upper stages, and
Spacelabo
LAUNCHSITE SUPPORTMANAGER
Individual at the launch site center who is thesingle
point of contact with users in arranging payload process-
ing at the launch site.
LAUNCHSITE SUPPORTPLAN
The basic agreement negotiated between NASAand the user
detailing how the user's payload will be handled at the
launch site.
LEVEL OF REPAIR ANALYSIS
A process for recommending repair levels of LRUs, SRUs,
assemblies, and subassemblies which will accrue minimum
total support costs within operational and technical
constraints over the system design life. It forms the
basis for assigning repair level; repair versus
discard-at-failure decision; repair parts provisioning;
and Source, Maintenance, and Recoverability (SMR) coding,
maintenance planning, and documentation.
LINE REPLACEABLEUNIT
Any item whose replacement constitutes the optimum
organizational maintenance repair action for a higher
indentured item (i°e., any assembly which can be removed
and replaced as a unit from the system at the operating
location).
LOAD FACTOR
The percentage of the Orbiter's total capability (for
payload length or weight) required by a shared-flight
user. The larger figure is used to derive the charge
factor, which is used to calculate the user's cost.
LOGISTICS ENGINEERINGANALYSES
A composite of analysis techniques which are used to
identify the necessary logistics resources to support
operation and maintenance functions in a timely and
economical manner. This includes training, level of
repair, spares determination analyses, etc.
LONGDURATIONEXPOSUREFACILITY
- Free-flying reusable satellite designed primarily for
small passive or self-contained active experiments that
require prolonged exposure to space. It is launched in




Those items which becauseof their complexityof design,
complicatedmanufacturing processes,or limited produc-
tion, may cause productionor procurementcycles which
would preclude timely or adequate delivery, if not
ordered in advance of normal provisioning.
MAINTAINABILITY
The design, installation,and operating characteristics
of an item which enables it to be retained in or returned
to a specified operationalconditionby expending
resources at an acceptable rate using prescribed
procedures.
MAINTENANCE
The actions taken to retain an item in a specified
condition by providing systematic inspection,detection,
and servicing for the preventionof incipient failure,
and the action taken to restore an item to a specified
operationalcondition. This includes fault isolation,
item replacement,repair, and verify serviceable.
MAINTENANCECONCEPT
A descriptionof the planned method for accomplishing
maintenance. A thought processwhich relatesthe i
maintenancetasks to be performed to the maintenance
levels to supportthe operation of the system/equipment
in the planned operationalenvironment.
MAINTENANCEENGINEERINGANALYSIS
An analysis of Contract End Item LRU/SRUor equivalent
items which define the repair tasks necessary to restore




The equipment which is used to supportthe maintenance
operations for vehicle, payload, stages,facilities,or
other MGE.
MAINTENANCELEVELS
All maintenancefunctions performed either directly on
the vehicle or in a supporting role categorizedin one of
the following three categories:
OrganizationalLevel
Maintenanceperformed on vehicle subsystemsand
relatedsupport equipment in direct support of the
turnaround flow. It includes scheduled and unsched-
uled maintenance actions required to inspect, ser-
vice, calibrate, replace, repair and modify in




Maintenancethat is performedin direct supportof
-- organizationallevel maintenanceand involvesdis-
position,repair,service,modification,calibra-
tion, and verificationof items removedduring
organizationalmaintenance.
Depot Level
Maintenancethat is performedby designatedmainte-
nance sources; (e.g.,manufacturers,USAF air logis-
tics centers,NASA centers,etc.). It normally
consistsof maintenancethat requiresMGE, facili-
ties, or skills which are not economicallyavailable








nance, overhaul,and repairof productend items,includ-
ing supportand facilitiesequipment.
MANAGEMENTCODING
The assignmentof codes consistingof lettersand/or
numeralsto support itemsto recordmanagementdecisions,
such as sourcesfor resupply,prescribedlevelsof
maintenance,item managers,and other managementdata.
MANNED MANEUVERINGUNIT
A propulsivebackpackdevice for extravehicularactiv-
ity. It uses a low-thrust,dry, cold nitrogen
propellant.
MATERIALSERVICECENTERS
An activity establishedadjacent to a facilityof work
area concentrationfor the purposeof furnishingsupply
supportand supply supportservicesto all organizations
and functionalactivitiesin the immediatearea(s)which
requiresuch service. Each MSC will providea single
point of contactwith the KSC supply system,and will
receive,stock, and issuematerial and supplies required
by the area(s) served.
MISSION
_ The performanceof a coherentset of investigationsor
operationsin space to achieveprogramgoals. A single
missionmight requiremore than one flight,or more than
one missionmight be accomplishedon a singleflight.
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MISSION CONTROLCENTER
Central area at JSC for control and support of all phases
of STS flights.
MISSION-DEPENDENTEQUIPMENT
Spacelab optional equipment that can be added to a flight
if needed for the mission involved.
MISSION-INDEPENDENTEQUIPMENT
Spacelab subsystem and support equipment that is carried
on every Spacelab flight.
MISSION KIT
Flight kit is the preferred term.
MISSION SPECIALIST
This crew member is responsible for coordination of over-
all payload/STS interaction and, during the payload
operations phase, directs the allocation of the STS and
crew resources to the accomplishment of the combined pay-
load objectives. The mission specialist will have prime
responsibility for experiments to which no payload
specialistis assigned,and/or will assist the payload
specialistwhen appropriate.
MISSION STATION
Location on the Orbiteraft flightdeck from which pay-
load supportoperationsare performed,usuallyby the
mission specialist.
MIXED PAYLOADS
Cargo containingmore than one type of payload.
MOBILE LAUNCH PLATFORM
The structureon which the elementsof the Space Shuttle
are stackedin the VehicleAssemblyBuildingand are
moved to the launch pad.
MOBILITY AID
Handrails or footrails to help crew members move about
the spacecraft.
MODIFICATIONCOMPLETE
That date when existing facilities have been modified.
Certification by the site activation office completes
this milestone.
MODULE
Pressurized manned laboratory suitable for conducting
science, applications, and technology activities.
MODULEEXCHANGEMECHANISM
Part of the MultimissionModularSpacecraftflight sup-
port systemthat is used for servicing.
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MULTIMISSIONMODULARSPACECRAFT
Free-flyingsystem built in sectionsso that it can be
adaptedto many missions requiringEarth-orbiting
remote-sensingspacecraft. It is launched in the Orbiter
cargo bay and deployedand retrievedby the remotemani-
pulatorsystem.
MULTIPLE PAYLOADS
More than one separatepayloadcarriedin the cargo bay.
MULTIPURPOSESPACELAB
An extensionmodule involvinga varietyof disciplines
usually for specificflights, and which may requirethe
servicesof a payloadintegratoror agent.
MULTIPURPOSESUPPORTGROUP
Elementof the MCC responsiblefor preflightplanning,
proceduresdevelopment,systemsexpertise,and manpower.
During a flight,this group reportssystems and trajec-
tory statusto the flight controlroom.
MULTIUSEMISSIONSUPPORTEQUIPMENT
Hardwareavailableat the launch site for handlingpay-
loads, or common flighthardware used by variouspayload
disciplines.
NADIR
That point on the celestialsphere verticallybelow the
observer,or 180° from the zenith.
NATIONAL STUCK NUMBER
A discrete identifyingnumber assignedto each item of
supplywithin the FederalCatalogSystem. A data chain
consistingof the four-digitFederalSupply Classifica-
tion, a two digit CountryCode and a seven digit Federal
Item IdentificationNumber in that order. May also have
a two characterDual CognizanceCode, a one character
Material ControlCode prefix,and a two characterSpecial
Material IdentificationCode suffix.
OFF-LINE
An activity conductedby a payloadowner independentof
any STS element (e.g.,Tug, Spacelab,or Shuttle).
Normally,the activity is conductedin a separate
facility.
OFF-LINE INTEGRATION
_ Assemblyof payloadelements or multiple payloadsthat
does not involveany STS element.
OFF-LINEMAINTENANCE




Those itemswhich will remain in place until an assess-
ment of the item'sconditionindicatesthat removalis
required. The assessmentsare made at intervalsdeter-
mined by the item's failurecharacteristicsand may con-
sist of inspections,measurements,tests,or any other
means not requiringdisassemblyor removalof the item.
ON-LINEINTEGRATION
Mating of payloads with the Orbiter,Spacelab,or upper
stage. Level I is with the Orbiter. Level II is with
the Spacelab,upper stage, etc.
ON-LINEMAINTENANCE
That maintenancefunctionperformedat the organizational
level.
ON-LINESPACE TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM
An activity conductedwith a payloadand one or more STS
Elements. This is broken down as follows:
On-LineShuttle
An activityencompassinga payload,its carrier,and
the Shuttlevehicle.
On-LineSpacelab
An activityencompassinga payloadand its Spacelab.
On-LineTug/IUS
An activity involvinga payloadand the Tug/IUS.
ON-THE-JOBTRAINING
A plannedprogramwhich augments classroomtraining
through self-studyand supervisedinstructionto provide
expanded knowledgeand job proficiencywhile the trainee
is actually workingin a duty assignment.
OPERATIONSAND MAINTENANCEDOCUMENTATION
OMD includes: engineeringdrawings and lists,organiza-
tional Operationsand Maintenance(O&M)manuals including
Operations& MaintenanceInstructions(OMIs),Standard
Repairmanuals, IllustratedParts Breakdown (IPB),Inter-
mediateMaintenancemanuals, NondestructiveInspection
(NDI)manuals, Work Unit Code (WUC)manuals, and Time
ComplianceTechnical Instructions(TCTIs).
OPERATIONSAND MAINTENANCEMANUALS
O&M manuals are organizedproceduralinformationspecify-
ing methodsof operatingand maintainingflighthardware





Performing those tasks that must be done to ensure that
- vehicle systems and ground-based flight control opera-
tions support flight objectives.
OPERATIONALCHECKOUT
That period of time when the Operations and Maintenance
(O&M) organization performs crew training, simulations,
and procedural familiarization prior to first use on
flight hardware. Certification of ground test and check-
out, and crew readiness to support the assigned mission
prior to receipt of flight hardware completes this
period.
OPERATIONALREADINESSDATE
That date when a facility, including all systems and
equipment, is operationally ready and is turned over to
,, the user/operator for operational training and systems
familiarization prior to first use in support of flight
hardware checkout. Certification by the site activation
office completes this milestone.
OPERATORNEEDDATE
The date the operator (O&Morganization) requires the
equipment/GSE to be made available to them, to accomplish
any remaining work required prior to first use.
OPPORTUNITYMISSION
A payload revisit option for retrieval or servicing done
at NASA's convenience when an Orbiter is near the orbit-
ing payload requiring revisit.
OPTIMUMREPAIR LEVEL
The maintenance level selected to perform specific tasks
and functions for a given equipment item. The decision
to repair equipment at the indicated maintenance level
requires that all authorized maintenance capability
(remove, replace, assemble, or test) be provided to that
level. This does not prevent some repairs from being
accomplished at a different level of maintenance for a
different task.
OPTIONALFLIGHT SYSTEMS
Hardware end items that can be integrated into the
Orbiter at additional cost to the user, to launch
payloads to geosynchronous transfer orbits (upper
stages), to extend basic Orbiter capabilities (flight
_ kits),or to providea generalpurposelaboratoryin
near-Earthorbit (Spacelab).
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST








Manned orbitalflight vehicleof the Space Shuttle
system.
ORBITER PROCESSINGFACILITY
Building near the VehicleAssembly Buildingat KSC with
two bays in which the Orbiterundergoespostflight
inspection,maintenanceand prematecheckout prior to
payloadinstallation. Payloadsare also installed
horizontallyinto the Orbiter in this building.
OUTFITTINGAWARD
The effectivedate of directionfrom NASA contracting
officerto the selectedcontractorauthorizingcommence-
ment of work. Issue of notice of the award by the
procurementofficecompletesthis milestone.
OUTFITTINGCOMPLETE
That date when all systems/equipmenthas been emplaced.
Certificationby site activationoffice completesthis
milestone.
One piece, or two or more pieces,joined together which
are not normallysubjectto disassemblywithoutdestruc-
tion or impairmentof its designed use.
PALLET
An unpressurizedplatform,designatedfor installationin
the Orbitercargo bay, for mounting instrumentsand
equipment requiringdirect space exposure.
PALLET TRAIN
More than one pallet rigidlyconnectedto form a single
unit.
PAYLOAD
The total complementof specificinstruments,space
equipment,supporthardware,and consumablescarriedin
the Orbiter (but not included as part of the basic
Orbiterpayload support)to accomplisha discrete
activity in space.
PAYLOADCANISTER
Environmentallycontrolledtransporterfor use at the
launch site. It is the same size and configurationas
the Orbiter cargo bay.
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PAYLOADCARRIER
One of major classes of standard payload carriers
certified for use with the Space Shuttle to obtain
low-cost payload operations. The payload carriers are
identified as habitable modules (Spacelab) and attached
but uninhabitable modules (pallets, free-flying systems,
satellites, and upper stages).
PAYLOADCHANGEOUTROOM
An environmentally controlled room at the launch pad for
inserting payloads vertically into the Orbiter cargo bay.
PAYLOADDISCIPLINE TRAINING
Preparation of a mission or payload specialist for
handling a specific experiment. This training is usually
the responsibility of the user.
,_ PAYLOADOPERATIONSCONTROLCENTER
Central area, located at any of three NASAcenters, from
which payload operations are monitored and controlled.
The user, in many instances, will have direct commandof
a payload from this control center.
PAYLOADPREPARATIONROOM
Facility at the Vandenberg Air Force Base launch pad for
processing and checking payloads.
PAYLOADSPECIALIST
This crew member, who may or may not be a career
astronaut, is responsible for the operation and
management of the experiments or other payload elements
that are assigned to him or her, and for the achievement
of their objectives. The payload specialist will be an
expert in experiment design and operation.
PAYLOADSTATION
Location on the Orbiter aft flight deck from which
payload-specific operations are performed, usually by the
payload or mission specialist.
PAYLOADSUPPLIER
Owner/operator of any Space Shuttle payload.
PECULIARPART
Any part which must be produced to order in accordance
with a particular drawing and/or specification. Any part
requiring flight certification shall be classified
-- peculiar. Also, normally standard parts that must be
selectively accepted (to criteria different from the




This crew member is secondin commandof the flight and
assists the commanderas requiredin the conduct of all l-
phases of Orbiter flight.
PHASED PROVISIONING
A refinementto the provisioningprocesswhereby
procurementof selected items is phased by time interval
into the later stages of production,thereby enhancing
the abilityof the provisioningactivityto select
the most favorablemixture of requirements.
PLANNING OPERATIONSMANAGEMENTTEAM
Elementof the MCC that performs preflightfunctionsand
assiststhe user in requestingfacilities,software,
command,telemetry,and flight requirementsand POCC
interfaces.
PRELIMINARYENGINEERINGREPORT - FINAL RELEASE
That date when preliminaryengineeringis complete and
the final documentationhas been released. Distribution
of the final documentationcompletesthis milestone.
PRICED SPARE PARTSLIST
A pricedlist of items and quantitiesof spare parts
selectedfor procurementunder the contract.
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Researchscientistwho is in charge of the conduct of an
experimentcarriedby any STS element.
PROCUREMENT/FABRICATIONCOMPLETE
That date when all procurementand fabricationfor a
particularfacility has been finished. Certified
acceptanceby the site activationoffice completesthis
milestone.
PROCUREMENTMETHOD CODE
The contractorwill use alpha-suffixcodes (6, 7 or 8)
contained in MIL-STD-789Bto communicatehis reasonfor
the assignmentof a ContractorRecommendedCode (CRC).
ProcurementMethod Codes (1 through 5) will always be
assigned by governmentrepresentativesfrom the CRC codes
furnishedby the contractor.
PROGRAM
An activity involvingmanpower,material, funding,and
schedulingwhich is necessaryto achievedesired goals
(e.g. ShuttleProgram, Solar AstronomyProgram,etc.).
PROGRAMMINGCHECKLIST
This list is used to providedata governinginitial




The ProvisioningTeam of the STS ProjectsOffice,is
responsiblefor the selectionand the determinationof
requirementsfor the provisioneditems.
PROVISIONINGPERFORMANCESCHEDULE
A checklistof entriesincludingschedulesin the
provisioningprocessthat is used to monitorsuch events.
PROVISIONINGSCREENING
ProvisioningScreening,when requiredby the Provisioning
RequirementsStatement,will be accomplishedin accor-
dance with DOD 4100.38M (Provisioningand other
PreprocurementScreeningManual).
PROVISIONINGSPECIFICATION
Is the contracturalinstrumentto provideclear and con-
cise instructionswhich will achievethe objectiveof
providingadequate,timely, and economicalsupportby
need dates for systemsand end items enteringthe inven-
tory. It provides NASA with the flexibilityin selecting
minimumessentialdata for each specific procurement,and
providesthe contractorwith the detailed guidanceto
fulfillprovisioningrequirements. The finalizedProvi-
sioningRequirementsStatementand the Provisioning
Specificationshall be appendedto the end item contract.
PROVISIONINGTECHNICALDOCUMENTATION
Is the genericterm used to referencethe varioustypes
of ProvisioningLists, decks of PunchCards Mechanized,
or AutomaticData Processingtapes. PTD shall be fur-
nished by contractorsto KSC ProvisioningActivitiesfor
the identification,selection,determinationof initial
requirements,and catalogingof supportitems to be pro-
cured throughthe provisioningprocess. Supplementary
ProvisioningTechnicalDocumentationis also considered
to be a part of the PTD.
QUALITATIVEREQUIREMENTS
Qualitativerequirementsfurtheramplifythe maintenance
conceptto the designer,by conveyingspecialfeatures















Quantitative requirements provide a firm goal
(appointment of time available for maintenance)for the
designer to meet his design, and also provide a
requirement whose goal can later be demonstrated during
the verificaton period.
This type of quantitative requirement, specified in a
maintainability activity, must be responsive to the
operational use of the equipment. Times may be specified
in manhours, clockhours, or both. Maintenance times may
also be broken out and levied for the various elements
that comprise the total repair functions such as fault
isolate, remove/replace, or checkout. The requirement
will also be specified for all app!icable levels of
maintenance: organizational, intermediate, and depot. A
listing of the commontypes of requirements to be
considered are:
i. Maintenance Hours/Launch
2. Maintenance Hours/Operating Hour
3. Mean Time To Repair
4. MaximumRepair Time
5. Scheduled Replacement Intervals
6. Inspection Frequency and Maintenance Hours




Thrusters on the Orbiter that provide attitude control
and three-axis translation during orbit insertion ,
on-orbit, and reentry phases of flight.
READYTO SUPPORT
That date when equipment/facilities are required to
support a project/facility milestone. First operational
use of the equipment/facilities completes this milestone.
REMOTEMANIPULATORSYSTEM
Mechanical arm on the cargo bay longeron. It is
controlledfrom the Orbiteraft flightdeck to deploy,
retrieve,or move payloads.
REORDERPOINT
The inventorylevel, representingprocurementlead time
and safety level quantitative requirements (on-hand and
on-order balances), at which spare item replenishment is
to be initiated.
REPAIR PARTS




An item in unserviceableconditionthat can be
_ economicallyrepairedand returnedto a serviceable
condition.
Note: Repairablestatus is determinedafter failure
occurs.
REPARABLE ITEM
An item, which becauseof economic and design
characteristics,is determinedto be subjectto repair
when it becomesunserviceable,and then returnedfor use.
Note: This term reflectsthe logisticsstatus rather
than the physical statusof the item. Reparable
categorizationis made before failureoccurs.
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)
That point in time when the necessarydocumentationis
issuedto requestproposalsfrom prospectivebidders
prior to negotiationof a contract. Issueof the RFP by
procurementoffice completesthis milestone.
RETRIEVAL
The processof utilizingthe remotemanipulatorsystem
and/or other handlingaids to returna capturedpayload
to a stowedor berthedposition. No payloadis
consideredretrieveduntil it is fully stowedfor safe
return or berthedfor repairand maintenancetasks.
ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
An environmentallycontrolledfacility at the launch pad
used for insertingpayloads verticallyinto the Orbiter
cargo bay.
SAFETYTRAINING
Instructionswhich alert a traineeto those conditionsor
operationswhich could be substantiallydangerousto the
operator,or other hazard that would damage equipmentor
property.
SCHEDULEDDELIVERY
When NASA providesa requireddelivery schedulewith each
Spare Parts Order, the contractorshall accept the order
and within 30 days notify NASA of his acceptanceof the
scheduleor providea proposedline item delivery
schedulefor negotiation. The approved schedulewill be
incorporatedinto the contract by supplementalagreement.
SCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE
Any repetitivemaintenanceaction deemednecessary to
ensure the functionalsuccessof equipmentincluding




The date equipment/GSE to be used at more than one
location is required to support site activation
activities at the secondary location(s). The need date
at the first-use location, will be the Site Activation
Need Date for that location.
SHAREDFLIGHT
A flight that carries the payloads of more than one
user. Reimbursement in this price category is based on
the percentage of the Orbiter cargo capacity required
plus options (or a pro rata share of those options used).
SHOPREPLACEABLEUNIT
Any item whose replacement constitutes the optimum,
intermediate, or depot level of repair action, i.e., a
module for an LRUwhich can be removed at an intermediate
or depot repair facility.
SIMULATOR
A heavily computer-dependent training facility that
imitates flight hardware responses.
SITE ACTIVATIONNEEDDATE
The date equipment/GSE is required on-dock to support
installation and validation. Uncrating, inspection, and
handling time must be allowed in establishing the SAND.
SOLID ROCKETBOOSTERS
An element of the Space Shuttle that consists of two
solid rocket motors to augment ascent thrust at launch.
They are separated from the Orbiter soon after lift-off
and recovered for reuse.
SOURCE,MAINTENANCE,ANDRECOVERABILITYCODE
An SMRcode shall be recommendedby the end item
contractor or design agency for each component part. The
code will be used to communicate maintenance and supply
instructions to the various support/maintenance
activities.
SPACELAB
A general-purpose orbiting laboratory for manned and
automated activities in near-Earth orbit. It includes
both module and pallet sections, which can be used
separately or in several combinations.
SPACESHUTTLE
Orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket boosters.
SPACETRACKINGANDDATANETWORK
A number of ground-based stations having direct
communications with NASAflight vehicles.
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SPACE TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM
The systemconsistingof the Space Shuttleand (1)
Spacelabwhich are provided for the user by NASA, (2)
accommodationsfor qualifiedAtlas/Centaurand
Delta-classspinningsolid upper stages (SSUS-Aand
SSUS-D respectively),which are availableto the user
from a commercialcontractor,and (3) accommodationsfor
inertialupper stages,which are developedby the
Departmentof Defenseand made availableto the user
throughNASA.
SPACE TUG
An upper stage installedin the cargo bay of the Orbiter
for the PayloadLaunch,or Recoveryand Landing.
Developed specificallywith the capabilityfor delivery,
retrieval,and servicingof payloads in orbitsand
trajectoriesbeyondthe capabilityof the Shuttlealone.
It is intendedto be retrievablefor refurbishingand
multiple reuse.
SPARE PARTS ORDER
A spare parts provisioninglist which has been approved
by the NASA ContractingOffice,and releasedto the
contractorfor fabricationor procurement.
SPARES
Those supportitems that are coded to be repairable
(reparable).
SPECIALTOOLS, TEST EQUIPMENT& SUPPORTEQUIPMENT
Those support itemsthat have single/peculiarapplication
to a specificend item.
SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE
Propulsiveupper stage designed to deliverspacecraftof
the Delta and Atlas-Centaurclassesto Earthorbits
beyond the capabilitiesof the Space Shuttle.
STABILITYRATE
The maximum angular rate error during steady state limit
cycle operation.
STANDARD PART
Any part or item which is adequatelydefinedby a
recognizedgovernmentwide or industry associated
standard drawingand/or specification,and is normally
available from commercial,DSA, and/orGSA sources.
(e.g.,nuts, bolts,washers, screws,pins, keys,
-- grommets, rivets, o-rings, clips, fasteners, clamps,




A certificationby an offerer/contractorthat
ProvisioningTechnicalDocumentation(PTD)previously
furnishedto the governmentmay satisfythe immediatePTD
requirements,with or withoutchanges,to updatethe PTD
to the end item configurationto be procured.
STOWING
The processof placinga payloadin a retainedposition
in the cargo bay for ascent or return from orbit.
SPACE TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMASSOCIATEDPAYLOAD
A specificcomplementof instruments,space equipment,
and supporthardware carriedinto space to accomplisha
mission (or discrete activity).
SUBASSEMBLY
Two or more parts which form a portionof an assembly or
a componentreplaceableas a whole, but havinga part or
parts which are individuallyreplaceable. (e.g.,
telephonedial, mounting boardwith mountedparts, etc.).
SUPPLEMENTARYPROVISIONINGTECHNICALDOCUMENTATION
This is technicaldata used to describeparts/equipment




diagrams,etc., neededto indicatethe locationand
functonof the item. As a minimum,SPTD must be capable
of providingfor:
1. Technical identificationof items for maintenance
supportconsiderations.
2. Preparationof item identificationfor the purpose
of assigningNationalStock Numbers.






8. Initialprocurementfrom the contractoror original
manufacturer.
SUPPORTEQUIPMENT
Those supportitems that are not an integralpart of an




That date when individual support equipment items have
been completely installed and validated at the facility.
_ Certification by the site activation office completes
this milestone,
SUPPORTITEMS
Items subordinate to, or associated with, an end item
(e.g., spares, repair parts, tools, test equipment,
support equipment, and sundry materials) and required to
operate, service, repair or overhaul an end item.
SUPPORTREQUIREMENTSANALYSIS
An analysis accomplished during the system design to
establish logistics support requirements. The analysis
is a step-by-step process of predicting operational and
maintenance activities, and defining and documenting the
required resources.
TILT/SPIN TABLE
Mechanism installed in Orbiter cargo bay that deploys the
spinning solid upper stage with its spacecraft.
TRACKINGANDDATARELAYSATELLITE SYSTEM
Two-satellite communication systems providing principal
coverage from geosynchronous orbit for all STS flights.
TRAINER
A training device or facility that provides primarily a
physical representation of flight hardware. It may have
limited computer capabilities.
TRAINING REQUIREMENTSANALYSIS
An analysis accomplished to determine the skill levels,
type, and quantities necessary to support a maintenance
philosophy, through maintenance engineering analysis or
support requirements analysis.
UNSCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE
Any maintenance activity required as a result of the
random failures of equipment. It includes the
restoration to a serviceable condition of a failed
subsystem, end item, replacement package or unit,
component, or part.
UPPERSTAGE
Spinning solid upper stage or inertial upper stage. Both
are designed for launch in the Orbiter cargo bay and have
propulsive elements to deliver payloads into orbits and
- trajectories beyond the capabilities of the Shuttle.
UPWEIGHT
Launch weight. It refers specifically to payloads and
all items required by specific payloads.
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USER
An organizationor individualrequiringthe services of
the Space TransportationSystem.
UTILIZATIONPLANNING
The analysis of approved (fundedor committed)payloads
with operationalresources,leadingto a set of firm
flightscheduleswith cargo manifests.
VALIDATION
Verificationthat the equipment/systemmeets the
operationalneeds of the Operations& Maintenance(O&M)
user, and is part of the turnover processfrom the design
agency to the O&M agency.
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
High-bay buildingnear KSC launch pad in which the
Shuttleelementsare stackedonto the mobile launch
platform. It is also used for vertical storageof the
external tanks.
VENDOR ITEM
An item which is used in or attachedto the end item
producedby the contractorunder his contract;and which
is procured by the contractoron the open market or from
establishedsources,and for which the contractoris not _
part of the design activity.
WESTERN LAUNCHOPERATIONSDIVISION
NASA operation at VandenbergAir Force Base, California.
WORK STATION
A facility or functionalarea where organizationallevel
operationsand maintenancetasks are performedin direct
support of a turnaroundcycle, or where intermediateand




identificationcode which uniquelyidentifiesthe entire
system from top down to Line ReplaceableUnit component
use level. It functionallyidentifiesthe system,
subsystem,assemblycomponentand significantrepairable
part on which maintenanceis to be performed.
ZENITH
That point of the celestialsphere verticallyoverhead.




This Sectioncontains acronymsand abbreviationsin current









A&RC Applicationand Resource Control
A&TA Assemblyand Test Area




A/D Analog to Digital














AA/SF AssociateAdministratorfor Space Flight
AA/TDA AssociateAdministratorfor Tracking & Data
Acquisition
AADS Ascent Air Data System
















































ACR Actual Cost Report
ACRS Advisory Committeeon Reactor Safeguards
ACS Attitude ControlSystem (IPS preferred)
AutomatedControlSystem
ACT Acquisition,Controlof Test (Units)
Actuate, Actuator
ACTA Activate Test Article
ACU AvionicsCooling Unit
ACUO Avionics CoolingUnit Operator
ACV Air Cushion Vehicle




ADB Aerodynamic Data Book
ADC Air Data Computer
Analog-to-Digital Computer
ADCR Applicable Document Contractual Record
ADF Automatic Direction Finder
Automatic Display Finder
ADI Attitude Direction Indicator
Attitude Display Indicator
ADL Avionics Development Lab (RI-SD)
ADP Acceptance Data Package
Air Data Probe
Automatic Data Processing
ADPA Air Data Probe Assemblies
ADPE Automatic Data Processing Equipment
ADS Air Data System
Audio Distribution System
ADTA Air Data Transducer Assembly
AEC Aft End Cone
Atomic Energy Commission
AED Analog Event Distributor
AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center
AEM Acoustical Emission Monitoring
AERO Aerodynamic
AES Analog Event System




AFA Air Frame Assembly
AFB Air Force Base
AFC Aerodynamic Flight Control
Automatic Flight Control
AFCS Automatic Flight Control System
AFD Aft Flight Deck
AFDO Aft Flight Deck Operator
AFEB Award Fee Evaluation Board
AFEC Award Fee Evaluation Committee
AFETR Air Force Eastern Test Range (preferred ESMC)
AFETRM Air Force Eastern Test Range Manual
AFF Acceptance & Ferry Flight
AFFTC Air Force Flight Test Center (EAFB)
AFGWC Air Force Global Weather Center
AFI Automatic Fault Isolation
AFLC Air Force Logistics Command
AFM Air Force Manual
AFO Announced Flight Opportunity
AFPD Authorization For Program Development
AFR Air Force Regulation
- AFRPL Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (EAFB)
AFS Air Force Standard
AFSC Air Force Systems Command
AFSCF Air Force Satellite Control Facility
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AFSIG Ascent FlightSystems IntegrationGroup
AFT AerodynamicFlightTest
AtmosphericFlightTest
AFTA Acoustic FatigueTest Article









AGL Above Ground Level








AICC Action Item ControlCard









AIR Action Item Report
Adaptive IntercommunicationRequirement
AIS Action Item Sheet
Airlock IlluminationSubassembly
Analog-lnSingle-Ended
AIST Agencyof IndustrialScienceand Technology
AJ AssemblyJig














ALSE Astronaut Life Support Equipment
ALSS Airlock Support System (Subsystem)
ALT Altitude
- Approach & Landing Test






AMC Automatic Mixture Control
AMDS Advanced Missions Docking Subsystem
AMEC Aft Master Events Controller
AMF Abort Motor Facility
AMG Activation Management Group
AMI Airspeed Mach Indicator
Alpha/Mach Indicator
AML Approved Materials List
_ AMLC Asynchronous Multiline Controller
AMOOS Advanced Maneuvering Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle
AMP Ampere
AMPS Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas in Space
AMPTE Active Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Explorer
AMR Atlantic Missile Range
AMS Acoustic Measurement System
Amplifier Subsystem
AMTD Automatic Magnetic Tape Dissemination
AMTF Acoustic Model Test Facility
AN Army/Navy
ANC Active Nutation Control
ANG Angle
ANIK Canadian Communications Satellite







AOCRD Acceptance & Operational Checkout Reqmts. Document
AOD Analog Output Differential
AOPM Airline Operations Planning Model
AOS Acquisition Of Signal
AOT Avionics Overall Test
AP Atmospheric & Space Physics
APA Abort Programmer Assembly
Allowance for Program Adjustment
APC Advanced Propulsion Comparison Study
APIF Automated Process Information File















APR Advanced Parts Release













ARC Ames Research Center (MoffettField,CA)







ARPESH Accurate & Reliable PrototypeEarth SensorHead
ARPF Army Pulse RadiationFacility








ASAC AerodynamicSurfaceAssembly & Checkout
ASAP AerospaceSafetyAdvisory Panel





ASCE Airlock Signal ConditioningElectronics
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ASCII American StandardCode for InformationInterchange
ASCP Attitude Set ControlPanel
ASCS AtmosphericStorage& ControlSection
Attitude Stabilization& ControlSystem
ASDTIC Analog Signalto DiscreteTime IntervalConverter









ASK Amplitude- Shift - Keying
" ASKA AutomaticSystemsfor KinematicAnalysis
ASLU AntennaSelect Logic Unit
ASME American Societyof MechanicalEngineers
ASP Airborne ScienceProgram
ASPP Atmospheric& Space PlasmaPhysics
ASPSL ASPP SortieLaboratory
ASQC American Societyfor QualityControl
ASR Air/SeaRescue
Avionics System Review






ASTF AeropropulsionSystem Test Facility
ASTG AerospaceTest Group
ASTM AmericanSociety for TestingMaterials
ASTS Avionics SystemTest Specification
AT ActionTime
AT&T American Telephone& Telegraph
ATA Abort Timing Assembly
Air TransportAssociation
AvionicsTest Article









ATLAS AbbreviatedTest Language for Avionics Systems
ATM Apollo TelescopeMount
ATO Abort-to-Orbit
ATOLL AcceptanceTest Of LaunchLanguage
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ATP Acceptance Test Procedure
Authority To Proceed
ATR Air Transport Radio _-
Alr TransportRating
Air Transportation Rack






ATT Acceptance Thermal Testing
ATU Audio Terminal Unit
ATVC Ascent Thrust Vector Control
AU Accounting Unit *




























B&P Budgetary and Planning
B&W Black & White
B/C Bench Check •
B/L Baseline
B/O Burnout
B/SC Brake Skid Control
BA Bank Angle
Breathing Air
BAC Boeing Aerospace Corporation
Booster Assembly Contractor
Buffer Access Card
BAI Barometric Altitude Indicator
BAIR Breathing Air
• _- BAN Budget Allocation Notice
BARB Ballast Aerating Retrieval Boom
BARS BaselineAccountingand ReportingSystem










BCR Bar Chart Report
BCRD Basic ConsolidatedRequirementsDocument
BCU Bus ControlUnit
BCWP BudgetCosts for Work Performed







BDT Block Data Transfer
BECO Booster EngineCutoff
BER Bit Error Rate
BESS BiomedicalExperimentScientificSatellite
BEST BoosterExhaustStudy Test
BET Best Estimateof Trajectory
BETA ANGLE SideslipAngle
BFCS BackupFlight ControlSystem






















BOE Break Of Entry w
BOF BeginningOf File




BOPACE Boeing PlasticAnalysis Capabilityfor Engines
BOT BeginningOf Tape
BOTSWANA (STDN)
BOW Bill Of Work
BP Boilerplate
BPD Baseline ProgramDocumentation
BPI Bits Per Inch
BPS Bits Per Second
BRAVO BusinessRisk And Value of Operationin Space
BRM BiologicalResearchModule
BRRS Banana River RepeaterStation
BS Block Specification
BSDP BoosterStage DischargePressure
BSI Basic Shipping Instructions
BoeingServices International,Inc.
BSM BoosterSeparationMotors
BSR Basic System Release
Bite StatusRegister
BSRM BoosterSolid Rocket Motor






*See note 1, page ii







































CAD Computer Aided Design
CADE Controller/Attitude-DirectElectronics
CADS CommandAnd Data Simulator

























CB Center of Buoyancy
Circuit Breaker
CBE ConnectorBracket, Experiment
_ CBIL Common& Bulk Items List
CBP ConnectorBracketPower
CBS ConnectorBracketSignal
CBV Cabin Bleed Valve
CBX C-BandTransponder
CC ChannelController




CCAFS Cape CanaveralAir Force Station


























































CDF&TDS CircuitDesign, Fabrication& Test Data Systems
CDI Course Deviation Indicator
CDMS Commandand Data ManagementSubsystem
CDN CDR DiscrepancyNotice
CDNR CDR DiscrepancyNoticeRecord
CDPIS CommandData Processing& InstrumentationSystem






















CEC Control Encoder Coupler
CECP Compatibility Engineering Change Proposal
,_ CEI Configuration End Item
Contract End Item
CEIT Crew Equipment Integration Test
CEQ Council on Environmental Quality
CER Cost Estimating Relationship
CERT Certification
CES Crew Escape System
CFE Contractor Furnished Equipment
CFES Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System
CFI Card Format Identifier
CFM Cubic Feet per Minute
Customer Furnished Material
CFP Conceptual Flight Profile
CFR Code Federal Regulation
CFRP Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
CFSTI Clearinghouse for Scientific & Technical
Information
CFY CompanyFiscal Year
CG Center of Gravity
CGAU Cabin Gas Analysis Unit
CGC CommandGuidance Computer
CGP Central Grounding Point
CH Channel
CHGR Charger





CIAP Climatic Impact Assessment Program
ClB Change Impact Board
Change Implementation Board
CIC Control and Information Center
CICC Cargo Integration Control Center
-- CID Computer Interface Device
ClDL Configuration Item Data List
ClDR Critical Intermediate Design Review
ClF Central Instrumentation Facility














CIT Critical Item Tag
CITE Cargo IntegrationTest Equipment
CIU ComputerInterfaceUnit
CIVT Cargo InterfaceVerificationTest
CKAFS Cape KennedyAir Force Station (Changedto CCAFS)






CLIP Combined Laser InstrumentationPackage
CLM Care Logic Module
CLMC CentralLogisticsManagementCenter _.















CMOS ComplimentaryMetal Oxide Silicon
CMP ConfigurationManagementPlan
CMR Center MaterialsRepresentative
CMRB ContractorMaterial Review Board
CMRR Common Mode RejectionRatio
CMTS ComputerizedMaintenanceTest System







CNWDI Critical NuclearWeaponsDesign Informationo-












COE Corps of Engineers
C of F Constructionof Facilities
Cost of Facilities
COFI Checkout & Fault Isolation(On Board)
COFR Certificateof FlightReadiness












COMPOOL Common Data Pool
COMPR Compressor














--- CORE Common OperationalResearchEquipment
COS Carry-OnOxygenSystem
ConsoleOperatingSystem
*See note 1, page ii
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COSATI CommitteeOn Scientificand Tech. Information
COSI CloseoutSystem Installation
COSTA Cost Accounting (Code) ....






CP-FEO Cargo Facilitiesand GSE ProjectsOffice (KSC)
CP-PCO ProjectsControlOffice (KSC)
CP-SPO Spacelab ProjectsOffice (KSC)
CPA ContingencyPlanningAid
Critical Path Analysis




CPCB Crew ProceduresControlBoard °
CPCEI Computer ProgramContract End Item





CPDDS Computer ProgramDetailDesign Specification
CPDR Contractor'sPreliminaryDesign Review
CPDS ComputerProgram Design (or Devel.)Specification
CPE Chief ProgramEngineer





CPFF Cost Plus FixedFee
CPG Change Planning Group





CPS Cycles Per Second
CPSE Common PayloadSupportEquipment
























CRN Cable Routing Notation
Contract RevisionNumber
CRP ConfigurationRequirementsProcessing
CRPL Cosmic Ray PhysicsLaboratory











STS Cargo Operations (KSC Directorate)
CSA Cyclic Strain Attenuator
CSAM Crinkled Single Aluminized Mylar
CSAS Computerized Status Accounting System
CSC Computer Sciences Corporation
Conical Shaped Charge
Contingency Support Center, CCAFS
Cosecant Computing Amplifier
CSCB Contractor's SummaryCost Breakdown
CSCSAT Commercial Synchronous Communication Satellite
CSD Chemical Systems Division
CSDF Central Source Data File
CSDL Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (MIT)
CSE CommonSupport Equipment
Configuration Switching Equipment
CSF Central Supply Facility
Cost Sensitivity Factor
CSl Control Servo Input
CSlR Computer Systems (Hdwe/Sftwe) Integ. Review
- CSIU Core Segment Interface Unit
CSM CommandService Module
CommonSupport Module
CSP Computer Support Program
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CTSD Computer Test SequencesDocument
CTU CentralTiming Unit
CUB CommonalityUsage Board
CUC Computer Usage Control
CUDS CumulativeData Statistics
CUE Common Usage Equipment
CUF Cross UtilizationFile





















D&C Display and Controls (C & D is preferred)
D&CS Displays & ControlsSubsystem
D&O Descriptionand Operations





DA&D Data Acquisition& Distribution
DABS Discrete AddressBeaconSystem
DAC Data Acquisition& Control
Digitalto AnalyticalConversion
DACBU Data Acquisition& ControlBuffer Unit
DACS DigitalAcquisition& ControlSystem
DADS Dual Air DensitySatellite
DAF Data Analysis Facility
DAFT Data AcquisitionFrequencyTable
DAIS Data Avionics InformationSystem
DAL Data AccessionList
Data Aided Loop o .
DAM Double AluminizedMylar
DAP DigitalAutopilot


















DBC Data Bus Coupler
DBE Data Bus Element
DBFN Data Base File Number --
Data Bus File Number
DBIA Data Bus InterfaceAdapter
**See note 2, page ii
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DBIU Data Bus InterfaceUnit
DBM Decibels Referredto 1Miliwatt**
DBN Data Bus Network
DBRN Data Bank ReleaseNotice
DBUR Data Bank Update Request
DBW Data Bus Wire




DCAA DefenseContract Audit Agency
DCAR Design CorrectiveAction Report
DCAS DefenseContract AdministrationServices














DCPEI DEU ControlProgramEnd Item
DCR Design CertificationReview
Design ConcernReport

















-- DD&CS DedicatedDisplay& ControlSubsystem
DDA DigitalDifferentialAnalyzer
ICD DepartureAuthorization




















DE Design Engineering(KSC Directorate)
DynamicExplorer
DECL Direct Energy ConversionLaboratory(JSC)
DECOM Decommutate,Decommutator
DECS Civil EngineeringOffice at Vandenberg
DECU Data Exchange ControlUnit
DED Dedicate,Dedicated












DER Drawing Error Report

















































DMA Direct Memory Access
DMC Direct MaintenanceCost







DMSS Data ManagementSystem Simulator(CVT)
DN DiscrepancyNotice
DNA Does Not Apply






DOC Department of Commerce
Document, Documentation -
DOD Departmentof Defense

































DRB Design Review Board
DRC Data ReductionCenter

























DSIF Deep Space InstrumentationFacility

















DTCW Data Transfer CommandWord
DTI DevelopmentTest Instrumentation
DTMO Development,Test & MissionOperations
















_ DWI Data Word In
DWV DielectricWithstandVoltage




































ECI Earth Centered Inertia
ECLS EnvironmentalControl and Life Support

































EET Entry Elapsed Time
EETB Electronic Electrical Termination Building
EEVT Electrophoresis Equipment Verification Test
EFA Experiment Flight Applications
EFFGRO Efficient Growth (Computer Program)
EFP ESA Furnished Property
EFTO Encrypted For Transmission Only
EGA Evolved Gas Analysis
EGC Experiments Ground Computer















EIASN End Item Assembly SequenceNumber
EIC ExperimentalIntercom





















ELMS Elastic Loop MobilitySystem
Elements





































Equal Opportunity Program Office (KSC Directorate)
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EOC End Of Contract
Engine Order Capability
EOD Estimated On Dock
__. ExplosiveOrdnance Disposal
EODB End of Data Block
EOF End of File
EOHT ExternalOxygen & HydrogenTanks
EOL End of Line
EOM End of Message
EngineeringOperationsManual
EquationsOf Motion
EOMF End of Minor Frame
EOP Earth & Ocean Physics
EmergencyOxygen Pack
Experimentsof Opportunity
_ EOPAP Earth& Ocean PhysicsApplicationProgram











EPDC ElectricalPower Distribution& Control
EPDCS ElectricalPower Distribution& ControlSubsystem


















ERAP Earth ResourcesAircraft Program
ERB EngineeringReview Board
°- ERBE Earth RadiationBudgetExperiment

















ESCA ElectronSpectroscopyfor Chemical Analysis -
ESD EmergencyShutdown
ExperimentSystemsDivision






ESMC EasternSpace and MissileCenter (formerlyAFETR)
also ETR











ESTA ElectronicSystem Test Equipment








ETA EstimatedTime of Arrival
ExplosiveTransferAssembly
External Tank Attachment





ETLOW ExternalTank Lift-Off Weight
ETP EquipmentTest Plan
__ ETR EasternTest Range (preferredESMC)
ETROD EasternTest Range OperationsDirective
ETS ElectricalTest Set
ETSS External Tank SeparationSubsystem





















EX ExecutiveManagementOffice (KSC Directorate)
EXC ExperimentComputer
EXO ExperimentOperator (in Spacelab)
EXP Experiment


























FAIR Fabrication,Assembly & InspectionRecord











FBCS Fixed Base Crew Station(SMS)
FBS FirefightersBreathingSystem












FCCP Firm Contract Cost Proposal

















Fuel Cell Power (Plant)














FDA Fault Detection& Annunciation
FDAI FlightDirector AttitudeIndicator
FDB FahrenheitDry Bulb
FDDB Function DesignatorData Base
FDF FlightData File








FDR Final Design Review
FDS Fluid DistributionSystem
FDSC Flight Dynamics SituationComplex
FDX Full Duplex
FEA Failure EffectsAnalysis
- FEAT Final EngineeringAcceptanceTest
FEC Field EngineeringChange
FED Flight EventsDemonstration

















FFBD FunctionalFlow Block Diagram
FFC Final Flight Certification
FFD FunctionalFlow Diagram
FFM Free-Flying(Experiment)Module
FFP Firmed Fixed Price
FFTO Free-FlyingTeleoperator
FHF First HorizontalFlight
FHP Fuel High Pressure
FI Flight Instrumentation
Formal Inspection
FIAR Failure InvestigationAction Report
FID FailureIdentification
FIFO First In-FirstOut (HighSpeed Data Buffers)
FIIG Federal Item IdentificationGuide
FILE Future Identification& LocationExperiment


















FMCF First Manned CaptiveFlight
FMDM Flex Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
FMEA FailureModes & EffectsAnalysis
FMEC ForwardMaster EventsController
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FMECA FailureMode, Effectsand CriticalityAnalysis
FML Final MaterialsList
























FOSDIC Film OpticalSensingDevice for Input to Computers
FOSO Flight OperationsSchedulingOfficer







FPBOV Fuel Preburner& Oxidizer Valve
FPE FunctionalProgramElement
FPHB Flight ProceduresHandbook
FPIF Fixed Price IncentiveFee
FPL Full Power Level
Full Power Load
FPM Feet Per Minute
FoldingPlatformMechanism
FPOV Fuel PreburnerOxidizerValve
FPP Freon Pump Package
FPPR Fixed Price with Price Revision
FPR Flight PerformanceReserve















FRRID Flight ReadinessReview Item Description
FlightReadinessReview Item Disposition










FSC Federal Stock Classification
FSCM FederalSupply Code for Manufacturers
FSD Full Scale Development
FSF First Static Firing
FSI Final SystemsInstallation
FSIM FunctionalSimulator




















































FWW Food, Water & Waste
FWWM Food, Water & Waste Management
FWWMS Food, Water & Waste ManagementSubsystem
FY FiscalYear
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G Giga (Billion) _-
Gravity
G&A General& Administrative
G&C Guidance & Control















GAPL Group Assembly Parts List
GAS Get-Away Special
GATT Gate AssistedTurnoffThyristor
GBI Grand Bahama Island




GCDCS Ground CheckoutDisplay& ControlSystem






















GDX Goldstone,CA (STDNsite, 2nd antenna)
GECALL GCOS ProgramElementName
--- GEDAC GeneralElectricDetection& AutomaticCorrection
GEN Generator






GETS Ground EquipmentTest Sets


























GLP Goal Language Processor
GLRSHLD Glare Shield
GLS Ground Launch Sequencer
GLY _ycol
GMAL General ElectricMacro Assembly Language
GMCL Ground MeasurementsCommandList
GMIL SpaceflightTrackingand Data Network(STDN)
Station




*See note 1, page ii
**See note 2, page ii
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GNC Guidance & Navigation Computer
GNCFTS GN&CFlight Test Station
GNCIS GN&CIntegration Simulator










GOM KSC GroundOperationsManagerat DFRC or WSMR
































GRO Gamma Ray Observatory
GRTLS Glide Returnto LaunchSite
GS Ground System
GSA General ServicesAdministration





f- GSDL GroundSoftware DevelopmentLaboratory
GSE GroundSupportEquipment
GSEL GroundSupportEquipmentList










GSSI Ground SupportSystem Integration
GST Ground SystemTest
.. GSTAR GeneralSatellite (ELV)

















GUSB Guided Unified"S" Band
GVT Ground VibrationTest



















HAA High Altitude Abort
















HCF High Cycle Fatigue
HIM ConfigurationFile








HDR High Data Rate
HDRM High Data Rate Multiplexer






*See note 1, page ii
**See note 2, page ii
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HEAO High Energy AstronomyObservatory





HERSCP HazardousExposureReduction& SafetyCriteria Plan










HFTF HorizontalFlight Test Facility
' HFTS HorizontalFlightTest Simulator
HFX High FrequencyTransceiver
HG Mercury**



















HMCC HypergollcMaintenanceand Checkout Cell






HOL High Order Language
HORIZ Horizontal
HOS High Order Software






HPFTP High Pressure Fuel Turbopump
HPG High Pressure Gas
HPGS High PressureGas System
HPI High PerformanceInsulation










HRAA High Rate AcquisitionAssembly
HRDM High Rate Demultiplexer
HRDR High Rate DigitalRecorder
HRDS High Rate Data Station
HRIR High ResolutionInfraredRadiometer
HRL HorizontalReferenceLine








HSCU HydraulicSupply and Checkout Unit
HSDL High Speed Data Line
HSF Hypergol ServicingFacility













HUD Head Up Display
HUL HardwareUtilizationList
HV High Voltage
HVAC Heating,Ventilating& Air Conditioning
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HYPACE Hybrid ProgrammableAttitude ControlElectronics






























































































































































































































































ISTF IntegratedSystem Test Flow





- ITE InstrumentationTest Equipment
IntersiteTransportationEquipment
ITI Inspectionand Test Instruction
ITL Integrate,Transfer,and Launch





































JPIC Joint Program IntegrationCommittee
JPL Jet PropulsionLaboratory
JPP Joint ProgramPlan
JRB Joint Review Board














K-CITEM KSC CITE Plan/Requirement
K-DODM KSC DOD Plan/Requirement
K-DPM KSC DOD PayloadsPlan/Requirement
K-DPN KSC DOD PayloadsNotice
K-DPPS KSC DOD PayloadsProjectSpecification
K-IUSM KSC IUS Plan/Requirement
K-IUSN KSC IUS Notice
K-IUSPS KSC IUS ProjectSpecification
K-MMSEM KSC MMSE Plan/Requirement
K-MMSEN KSC MMSE Notice







K-SSS KSC ShuttleProjectStationSet Specification
K-STSM KSC STS Plan/Requirement
K-STSN KSC STS Notice
K-STSPS KSC STS ProjectSpecification
K/S Kick Stage
KAD KadenaAB, Ryuku Islands(DeorbOPT site)















- KHB KSC Handbook
KHZ Kilohertz**

















KSC John F. KennedySpace Center
KSCAP KennedySpaceCenterArea Permit




























LACB LandingAids ControlBuilding (SLFat KSC)
LAGS LaunchAbort Guide Simulation
LAIR LiquidAir**





LARSSYAA Laboratoryfor Applicationof Remote Sensing
Systemfor AircraftAnalysis

















**See note 2, page ii
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LCF Low Cycle Fatigue
LCG LiquidCooledGarment
LCHTF Low Cycle High TemperatureFatigue
LCMS Low Cost ModularSpacecraft
LCR Low Cross Range

























LFOP Landing& Ferry OperationsPanel
LG LandingGear
LGA Low Gain Antenna
LH Left Hand
LH2 LiquidHydrogen*
LHA Local Hour Angle











*See note I, page ii















LMP List of MeasurementPoints
LMS Load MeasurementSystem
LogisticsMaster Schedules








LOAP List of ApplicablePublications
LOB Line of Balance
LOC LaunchOperationsComplex
LOCC LaunchOperationsControlCenter
LOE Level of Effort
LOGO Limitof GovernmentObligation
LOL Limit of Liability
LOLl LimitedOperational-LifeItems
LORA Level of RepairAnalysis















-- LPM LinesPer Minute
LPOP Low-PressureOxidizerPump
































LSO Large Solar Observatory
LSR Land Sea Rescue
LaunchSite Recovery
LSS Life SupportSubsystem















































































MACRO Merge & Correlate Recorded Output (Program)
MAD Madrid, Spain (STDN)
Maintenance Analysis Data
- MADRE Manufacturing Data Retrieval System








MAIDS ManagementAutomated Information Display System
Multipurpose Automatic Insp, & Diagnostic System
MAINT Maintenance







MAOT MaximumAllowable Operating Time
MAP Maintenance Analysis Program
Message Acceptance Pulse
Missed Approach Point
MAPOLE Magnetic Dipole Spark Transmitter
MAPS Measurement of Air Pollution From Satellites
MARS Martin Automatic Reporting System
Modular Airborne Recorder System
MASDC Military Aircraft Storage & Disposition Center
MAT Multiple Actuator Test
MATCO Materials Analysis, Tracking & Control
MATL Material












MBV Main Base Visit
MC MemoryConfiguration
MissionCapability





























































































































MERSAT Meteorologyand Earth ObservationSatellite










MF Mate and Ferry
MediumFrequency(300 to 3000 kHz)
MFA MannedFlightAwareness










MFT Mean Flight Time
MFTAD Master Flight Test Assignments Document (JSC)

























MIL GSFC SpaceflightTracking& Data NetworkStation,
,, KSC Military
MILA Merritt IslandLaunchArea
MILSTRIP Military StandardRequisitionand IssueProcedure















































MMDF MissionModel Data File
MMES MSFC Mated ElementSystems
MMH Maintenance Man-Hour
Monomethylhydrazine
MML Master Measurements List
MMLS Model-Modes-Loads-Stresses
MMOS Multimode Optical Sensor
MMPSE Multi-Use Mission Payload Support Equipment
MMS Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft
























MON Monitor _ "










MORT ManagementOversightand Risk Tree












































MPTA Main PropulsionTest Article
MPTF Main PropulsionTest Facility
MPVA Main PropellantValve Actuator



































MSBLS MicrowaveScanningBeam Land Station
MicrowaveScanningBeam LandingSystem
MSBLS-GS MSBLS GroundStation






MSDS MultispectralScannerand Data System
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MSE Maintenance Support Equipment
Measuring & Stimuli Equipment
Mechranical Support Equipment
-- Medical Support Equipment
Mission Staff Engineer
MSF Maintenance Source File
Manned Space Flight
MSFC George C° Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
MSG Message
MSI Maintenance Significant Items
Medium Scale Integration
MSlA Multi-Spectral Image Analyzer
MSlD Measurement Stimulation Identification
MSL Mean Sea Level
Mechanical Systems Laboratory
MSLD Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector
MSM Manned Support Module
MSO Model for Spares Optimization
MSOB Manned Spacecraft Operations Building
(O&Cpreferred)
MSOCC Multisatellite Operations Control Center
MSOIN Minor Subcontractor Or IDWANotification
MSS Maintenance Status System
Manufacturers Standardization Society
Mission Specialist Station
° Mobile Service Structure
Multispectral Scanner System
MST Measurement Status Table
Mobile Service Tower
Mountain Standard Time
MSU Mass Storage Unit
Measuring Stimuli Units










MTA Maintenance Task Analysis
Major Test Article
Mass Thermal Analysis
MTB Materials Testing Branch
MTBD Mean Time Between Demand
MTBF MeanTime Between Failure
A MTBM Mean Time Between Maintenance
MTBMA MeanTime Between Maintenance Action
MTBR Mean Time Between Replacement
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MTC MasterThrust Control



























MTS MagneticTape Station (System)
MetricTime System
MTT MaximumTouch Temperature
MTTA Mean Time to Accomplish
MTTE Mean Time to Exchange
MTTF Mean Time To Failure
MTTFF Mean Time To First Failure



































_ MWPR MonthlyWork PackageReport


































NASA NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communications(Network)
NASTRAN NASA StructuralAnalysis

















*See note 1, page ii
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NCC NASAClass Code







NDTF Nondestructive Test Facility
NDTL Nondestructive Test Laboratory
NEC National Electrical Code
NEG Negative
NESC National Electrical Safety Code
NET Network (N/W is preferred)
NETCOM Network Communications










NIC Not In Contract
NICD NickelCadmium
NIDS NetworkInterfaceData System





















*See note 1, page ii






NorthrupFlightStrip, NM (DeorbOPT site)










NPD NASA Policy Directive
NPL NormalPower Level (seeRPL)














NRT Near Real Time




















NTS Near Term Schedule
Not To Scale
NTSO NASA Test SupportOffice
NTTF NetworkTest and TrainingFacility
NUL Non-GSEUtilizationList







NWSI New World ServicesInc.
NWT Nonwatertight
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OBC On Board Computer
OBCO On Board Checkout (Instrumentation)








OCC Officeof Contract Compliance _,
OperationsControlCenter
*See note 1, page ii
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OCDR OrbiterCriticalDesignReview
OCDU OpticsCouplingData Unit (G&N)










































OFTDS OrbitalFlightTest Data System
OFTR OrbitalFlightTest Requirement
OG Outer Gimbal (Roll)
Oxygen Gage







































OMDR Operations& MaintenanceData Record


































ONR Officeof Naval Research
OOD OrbiterOn-Dock
OOMM OrganizationalOperations& MaintenanceManual


























































OSF Officeof Space Flight (NASAHQ)
OrdnanceStorageFacility
















































































































PAFB PatrickAir Force Base
PAH PayloadAccommodationsHandbook
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PALAPA Indonesian Communication Satellite
PALS Photo Area and Location System
Precision Approach & Landing System
PAM Payload Assist Module
Pulse Amplifier Modulation
PAM-A PAM, Atlas-Centaur Class Spacecraft
PAM-D PAM, Delta Class Spacecraft
PAMB Pressure Ambient
PAO Public Affairs Office
PAP Product Assurance Plan
PAPI Precision Approach Path Indicator







PARS Property Accountability Record System
PAS Payload Accommodation Studies
Primary Ascent System
PASS Planning And Scheduling System
Primary Avionics Software System
PAT Problem Action Team
Production Acceptance Test
PATP Preliminary Authority To Proceed
PATS Program for Analysis of Time Series




Preburner (P/B is preferred)
PBAN Polybutadiene Acrylonitrile (Propellant)
PBD Payload Bay Door
PBDM Payload Bay Door Mechanism
PB! Push Button Indicator
PBIC Programmable Buffer Interface Card
PBIM Programmable Buffer Interface Module
PBK Payload Bay Kit
PBM Program Business Management
PBPS Post-Boost Propulsion System
PBW Proportional Band Width
PC Printed Circuit (Card)
Project Control
Pulsating Current
PCA Pneumatic Control Assembly
Point of Closest Approach
Power Control Assembly









































































































PEM Plant Engineeringand Maintenance





















































PIA Pre-lnstallationAcceptance F .
ProjectImpactAnalysis











PICRS Program InformationControl& RetrievalSystem
ProgramInformationCoordination& ReviewService
























PITG Payload IntegrationTask Group
PITS Payload IntegrationTest Set
PK Peak (Value)




PL Payload (P/Lis preferred)
Plate
Plug





















































































POL Petroleum,Oil & Lubricants





























PPB Parts per Billion
Program Performance Baseline
PPC Phased Provisioning Code
Preprocessing Center
PPEP Plasma Physics & Environmental Perturbation
PPF Payload Processing Facility (USAF)
PPI Pulse Position Indicator
PPIL Priced Provisioned Item List
PPL Planning Parts List
Priced Parts List
Provisioning Parts List

























































































PSI Poundsper SquareInch (StaticPressure)
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PSIA Pounds per Square Inch (AbsolutePressure)
PSID Pounds per Square Inch (DifferentialPressure)
PSIG Pounds per Square Inch (Gage Pressure)
PropulsionSystemsIntegrationGroup


















PSSU PatchSurvey & SwitchingUnit
PSU Power SwitchingUnit
PSV PlanetarySpace Vehicle
PT Advanced Planning& TechnologyOffice












































PVWA PlannedValue of Work Accomplished














Q Alpha Pitch DynamicPressure

















QLDS Quick Look Data Station














QSGVT QuarterScale Ground VibrationTest
QSL QualifiedSourceList
QSM QuarterScale Model





























R&CC Recorder & Communication Control
R&D Research and Development
R&DO Research and Development Operations (MSFC)
R&P Reserve and Process
R&PM Research & Program Management












RA Radar Altimeter (R/A is preferred)
Radium**
Range Area
RAAB Remote Amplifier and Adaption Box
RAC Reliability Action Center




RADAR Radio Detecting And Ranging
RADCC Radiation Control Center
RAF Requirements Analysis Form
RAHF Research Animal Holding Facility
RAI Roll Attitude Indicator
RAL Responsibility Assignment List
RALPH Reduction & Acquisition of Lunar Pulse Heights
RALT Radar Altimeter






RANC RadarAbsorptionNoise & Clutter
RANN ResearchAppliedto NationalNeeds
RAPCON RadarApproachand Control
RAPS Right AFT PropulsionSystem
RAS RequirementsAllocationSheet




































RDA Remote Data Access
Resident Data Area
RDC Reference Designator Code
Request for Document Change













RE&T Research Engineering& Test
REC Receive
Record (RCD is preferred)
RECERT Recertification
RECON Remote Console *
RECONFIG Reconfiguration











REI Runway End Identification
REI-M REI-Mollite











REQMTS Requirements (Rqmts is preferred)
RESP Responsibility
RESVR Reservoir


























RFT Ready for Training
RFW RequestFor Waiver (Deviation)
RG Radio Guide
RGA Rate Gyro Assembly




RHCP Right Hand CircularPolarization(Polarized)



























RJDF ReactionJet Driver Forward
RJEC ReactionJet EngineControl



































































RSSPO Resident Space Shuttle Project Office
RSU Remote Service Unit
RSYS ResponsibleSystem



















RTLS Returnto Launch Site
RTO ResponsibleTest Organization
RTOP Researchand TechnologyObjectivesand Plans








































































* Only exceptionto note 1
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SAALC San AntonioAir LogisticsCenter
SAAM SpecialAir Force AirliftMission











SAFE San AndreasFault Experiment









SAMSO Space And MissileSystemsOrganization(USAF)
SAMSOR SAMSO Regulation(Now SDR)
SAMTEC Space And MissileTest Center (VAFB,CA)
SAMTECM Space And MissileTest CenterManual
SAMTO Spaceand MissileTest Organization(VAFB)



















SBCR Stock Balanceand ConsumptionReport
SBD SchematicBlock Diagram




























SCCH StandardCubic Centimetersper Hour
SCCM StandardCubic Centimetersper Minute




















SCFH StandardCubic Feet per Hour
SCFM StandardCubic Feet per Minute





SCIM StandardCubic Inchesper Minute
SCIS StandardCubic Inchesper Second
SCIT StandardChange Integrationand Tracking
SCL SecondaryCoolantLoop
SpecificationChange Log

















SCRG SystemChangeReview Group (MSFC)
SCRL StationConfigurationRequirementList













































































































SFACI Software Flight Article Configuration Inspection
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
SFCS Survival Flight Control System
SFD Crossfeed
SFDT Site Format DumpTape
SFL Secondary Freon Loop
SFOM Shuttle Flight Operations Manual
SFOP Safety Operating Procedure (KSC)
SFP Single Failure Point
SFPA Single Failure Point Analysis
SFPPL Short Form Provisioning Parts List
SFPS Single Failure Point Summary
SFSS Satellite Field Service Station
SFT Simulated Flight Test
Static Firing Test
SFTA Structural Fatigue Test Article
SFTF Static Firing Test Facility
SFTWE Software
SFU Standard Firing Unit
SGC Stablized Ground Cloud









SHERB SandiaHuman Error Rate Bank































































SLAHTS StowageList And HardwareTrackingSystem
SLAK SpacelabLate Access Kit
SLAM Side Load ArrestMechanism
SLAR Side LookingAirborneRadar ^






SLE ERNO Spacelab Engineering _.
SLEMU SpacelabEngineeringModel Unit
SLF ShuttleLandingFacility (OLF)


















SMAB Solid Motor Assembly Building
SMART ShuttleMeetingAction- Item Review Tracking
SMC ScientificManpowerCommission f
SMCC ShuttleMissionControlCenter












SMPTRB ShuttleMain PropulsionTest RequirementBoard
SMQ StructureModule QualificationTest
SMR Source,Maintenance,and Recoverability(Code)
SMRD Spin Motor RotationalDetector





SMSI StandardMannedSpace Flight Initiator(See NSI-I)
























SOM Ship OperationsManager (NASA)
SparesOptimizationModel
StandardOperatingManual










SORTIE Short Term Mission
SOS SourceOf Supply
SOT Strap-OnTank









SP-AF Air Force SupportOffice (KSC)
SP-FGS Flight& GroundSystemsOffice (KSC)
SP-LMO LogisticsManagementOffice (KSC)
SP-OPl OperationsPlanningand IntegrationOffice (KSC)
SP-PAI ProjectAssessmentand IntegrationStaff (KSC)
SP-PCO ProjectControlOffice (KSC)
SP-PMS PerformanceManagementSystemsOffice (KSC)










































































-- SRA Spin ReferenceAxis
SupportRequirementsAnalysis











































SS&A Space Systemsand Applications
SSA S-Band SingleAccess
ShuttleSimulationAircraft
SSA I/O GCOS ProgramElementName
SSAT ShuttleService& Access Tower
Space ShuttleAccess Tower (now FSS)
SSB SingleSideband
SourceSelectionBoard
















SSEOS Space ShuttleEngineeringand OperationsSupport
SSF SRB StorageFacility
SSFGSS Space ShuttleFlight & GroundSystemSpecification
SSFL Santa SusanaField Laboratory
SSHB StationSet Handbook
SSI SignificantStructuralItem
SSIBD ShuttleSystem InterfaceBlock Diagram
SSID ShuttleStowageInstallationDrawing

















SSPDA Space ShuttlePayloadData Activity
SSPDB SubsystemPower DistributionBox

























SSTC Space ShuttleTest Conductor
SSUS SpinningSolid Upper Stage
SSUS-A SSUS for Atlas-CentaurClass Spacecraft
SSUS-D SSUS for Delta Class Spacecraft _"














STADAC StationData AcquisitionAnd Control














STDN Space Tracking and Data Network
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
STE Special Test Equipment
System Test Engineer
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STF Spin Test Facility (SeeDSTF)
StructuralFatigueTest
-- STG Stage
STIL SoftwareTest and IntegrationLaboratory
STIRD SAIL Test Implementation/RequirementsDocument

























SUMS ShuttleUpper AtmosphereMass Spectrometer
SUP Supply
Support
SUPSALV Supervisorof Salvage(US Navy)
SUPT Support
SUPV Supervisor







SVAC ShuttleVehicleAssemblyand Checkout (Facility)












SWAD Subdivisionof Work Authorizati_n.Document
SWAT StressWave AnalysisTechniqu_:_


















T&CD Timing and Countdown
T&CP Test and CheckoutProcedure
T&E Test and Evaluation
T&M Time and Materials
T+ Time Post-Ignition








T/L Talk and Listen



















TACAN TacticalAir Command& NavigationSystem
TacticalAir Navigation




TAIR Test and InspectionRecord





















TBA To Be Added
To Be Announced ',
TBD To Be Defined
To Be Determined
To Be Developed
TBE To Be Evaluated
TBI Through-BulkheadInitiator
TBN To Be Negotiated






























- TCO TakenCare Of
Test and Checkout

























TDRR Test Data Recording& Retrieval
TDRS Trackingand Data Relay Satellite

























TF Test Facility -
Test Fixture
TFC Time From Cutoff
TFCS TriplexFlight ControlSubsystem
TFE Time From Event















THDS Time HomogeneousData Set




























TMO Test Manufacturing Order
Tool Manufacturing Order
_ TMP Terminal Panel
TMPV Torquemotor Pilot Valve
TMU Temperature Measurement Unit
TN Technical Note
TNT Trinitrotoluene
TO Operations Management (KSC Directorate)
Technical Order
TOC Test Operations Center
Test Operations Change
TOCC Technical Operations Control Center
TOF Test OperationsFacility
TOL Tolerance










































































































TWT TrisonicWind Tunnel (Rockwell)










U/L Uplink(UPLK is preferred)






















UFDA User File Directory
UG Microgram
UHF UltrahighFrequency






































,_ UTE UniversalTest Equipment
UU Micromicron
UUT Unit Under Test
UV Microvolt
Ultraviolet








V P-P Volt Peak-to-Peak
































VATF Vibrationand AcousticTest Facility
VC VectorCharacter
VelocityCounter
VCB VerticalLocationof the Centerof.Buoyancy
VCD VerificationControlDocument
VCE Voice



































VGP VehicleGroundPoint " "
VGT VehicleGroundTest
VHF Very High Frequency
VHF/AM Very High FrequencyAmplitudeModulator
VHF/DF Very High FrequencyDirectionFinder









VLBI Very Long Baseline Interferometer
VLF Very Low Frequency
VLPS VAFB LaunchProcessingSystem •













VOMD VAFB Operationsand MaintenanceDocumentation
VOR VHF OmnidirectionalRadio Range
VORTAC VariableOmni Range Tactical (VORand TACAN)










































**See note 2, page ii
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VV Vent Valve
VX VelocityAlong the X-Axis
- VY VelocityAlong the Y-Axis

















WB Wet Bulb _,
WBDI WidebandData Interleaver
WBR Work Bench Rack
WBS Work BreakdownStructure
WBSC WidebandSignalConditioner
WBT Wide Band Terminal
WBTS WidebandTransmissionSystem
WCCS Window ContaminationControlNumber
WCDB Work ControlData Base
WCL Water CoolantLoop






















WPAFB Wright PattersonAir Force Base







WPM Words Per Minute
WPMCP Work PackageManpowerand Cost Plan
WPP Water Pump Package
Work PackagePlan
WPPS Work PackagePlanningSheet







WSB Water Spray Boiler
WSCC Work StationControlCenter
WSGT White Sands Ground Terminal
WSMC WesternSpace and MissileCenter
WSMR White Sands MissileRange
WSO Water ServicerOperator




P WTA Wire Traceabilityand Accountability
WTR WesternTest Range
WTSC Wet TantalumSlug Capacitor
WTT Wind TunnelTest
WUC Work Unit Code
WUCF Work Unit Code File





X times (by, t?ans-)
XCVR Transceiver
XDCR Transducer















*See note 1, pageii
2-136 " • ' "
4"















YV Deputyfor Space LaunchSystems











YVVS DOD MissionSupportDivision,JSC (SD)
*See note 1, page ii
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Z Zone
Zulu (GreenwichMean Time - GMT)
ZGT Zero GravityTrainer




Z0P Zero OperationalAjont Code
ZP Z-Axis of Payload*
ZPN ImpedancePneumogram
ZS Z-Axisof SolidRocket Booster*
ZT Z-Axisof ExternalTank*
L
*See note 1, page ii
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